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ABSIRACI ,

Vocational education Plays a -significant role in the
nation's economic development in terms of its' capacity to make
individuals more employable. It can ..respcnd to specific regional
needs by producing the skilled workers for/a rapidly growing
4111-duetry, if, however, the industries of a region do not .utilize the
kill's of the existing labor force, it is passible for the region to

try and attract 'the apprcpriate industries, rather than retrain the
workers. While vocational education alone will mot result in the
economic development of a state, it has men shown that programs such
as CETA do increase a state's capacity for economic growth. 'Because
of the importance of vocational education\ls rcle, an effort should be
made tc coordinate it with national marpoWer policy, and to p'ro'vide
closer, links with private employers and labor unions

are critical factors in determining needs for vocational
education programs, and a number of models have been developed tc
determine and project manpower supply and demand. Since a
well-trainqd work force can draw industries to a region, vocational
education must' deielop, more prograis like RTIONE (Relating Training
to Occupational Needs) which not only assess employer needs but.
identify employment barriers. vocational education, by improving
traininci programs and by. providing training tc marginally productive
workers,' can affect the productivity ley* of the work force.
(ELG1
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FOREWORD

An important objectiveof economic development is increased employment. 'Voca,
tional education has a significant role in the nation's economic development
in terms of its capacity to make individuals more employable. Occupational
training has,bpen the main contribution of vocational education to increased
employabklity, -but such training must be'coordinated with the actual needs of
employers for skilled workers. One theMe expressed in this.0aperiss the
importance of a close relationship between vocational education and industry
in the promotion of economic growth through the development of A. skilled work
force. Another theme involves the importance of_understanding ,regional economic
deVelopment processes as they relate to labor supply and demandand vocational
eduabtion's response to changing regional demandS for skilled worker

"The Role of. Vocational Education in the Nation's Economic DevelLpm is one
of a series of 16 papers produced during the first year of the National Center's
knowledge. transformation program. The 16 papers are concentrated in the four
theme areas 'emphasized under the National Center contract: special needs
subpopulatiOns, sex, fairness, planning, and evaluation in vocational education.
The review and synthesis of research in each topic areais intended to communi,
cate knowledge and 'suggest applications Papers shbuld beof interest to all
,voational educators, including administrators, researchers, federal agency
personneland the National Center staff.

The profession is indebted to Dr. Paul V. Braden and Dr. Tshan K, Paul for
their scholarship in preparing the paper. ,Recognition is also due Dr, Richard
Kauffmap,'University of,North Dakota, Dr. Paul Barton, Phtional Manpower
Institute, Washington, D.C., and Dr. Robert Darcy, the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education, for their critical review of the manuscript.
Dr. Carol P: Kowle, research specialist, supervised the publication of the
series. Ms. Jo-Ann Cherry coordinated editing and production.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center forResearch
in Vocational Education
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INTRODUCTION

TI1J basic purpose of this paper is to explore federal economic policy as it

affects vocational educatiorrand to consider the respon'S'e-pf vocational

cducatiorrtd the national economicclimate and national economic policy,

particularly at the regional level.

A major theme-of this pa ___. is that improved eoordina ion'of economic
development'can' take place in tho =Alert run through a better ulier:tanding

of selected regional and 10641 de:clopment processes. unclrstanding

is necessary both for 'hi Who ,'cure l'oncerned with tra, r-od those in-

volved in employircnt.

Particu'l'ar attention is gilt tNe aa the kty indi'viduals and organ-

izations in the priv:Ate and pubic motm h involved in decision-

making, planning, and implementation.

It is the authors' opinion ations profev autonomy and interact

with other organizations =II/ ch y will Uenefit j'rom,doing so, . There-

fore, involvement of orgeniz:7 ions in ecol.omic,planing depends on the
recognition of mutual benefit to both the individuills and the institutions,

i.e., the local, state, and national governmert i.447:41/d in the economic-

develdpmont process-

The complexity or economic development processes must be recognized at all

levels, although the regional level is the focus of this paper. Within a

given region, many organizations ranging. from state economic development

offices to local banks, utilities, and-railroads are involved in economic

development; When human and physical rescoArces, capital formation, and
leadership development are viewed against the sheer numbers and types of
organiztfons, it becomes difficult to identify precise relationships; 'T

however, the authors attempt to separate and-examine ti. elements in the

process of economic dev:LIgpment that can be acted upon oy public and priva-
vocational education decision- makers at the local, state, and national leve

CONTEXT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Economic growth and development take place within the ccFLext of the market
forces generated by the national economy. The interplay of these national
market forces determinres to.a sig ficant degree-spatial distribution of

indu3try and employnint in the United States. In addition, social and

demegraphic'forces, as well-as employment oNortunices, shape the geo-
graphic distribution of population,, the mix of-educazional systems and
facilities, and the standard of living enjoyed by the citizens.



Through its fiscal and monetary policies, the. federal'government attempts
Lo stimulate economic growth by influencing aggregate demand and prompting
indwIrial and business activity. The primary tools of fiscal policy in \t.r.-
free economy are_government-6penditures and taxation. By increasing or
decreasing government expenditures and/or taxes, governments can promote or
constrain demand for goods and 'services thereby pioviding incentive for
suppliers to increase or restrict their production activities. 'There is
considerable disagreement, among economists about-the precise effects of
government fiscal policy on cyclical expansion and contraction of business
infreeecenomies;however,..governments do use fiscal measures.tocontrol
inflation and abate recessidns. In addition, many count'ies, especially those
,in Western Europe, have established policies for regional economic
cooperation.

The United Wtes has no comprehensive federal policy for regional econ mie
development. A study by the Centex for Political Research 1970) showed-
that only a few federal assistance programs are specifically designed to rid
under=developed and.poor parts ofthe country, and these-have had only
marginal effects', on the pattern of national economic growth. The researchers
state that:

Even with substanti -r modification of priorities, fund levels, and
administrative processes, the capacity of these programs-to alter--

-
and particularly to patterns of economic develop-
ment is limited. (p.3)

A number of economists agree with this assessment (Hartley, 1977; Jusenius
and Ledebur, 1977). According to Hartley, most of the effects of national-
economic policies on the relative growth of regions do not aPpear to' be
caused by deliberate federaraction, "hut rather, they are the =inadvertent,
and even undesired, side effects of policies'' led at specify, 4 social,

economic, or environmental problems" (p.1

In recent years economists have been concerned about the effects f,the lack
of-coordination of federal policies on the 'Icve!opment of regions A states.

This ccncern may not result in .national policies. li,ke those in counties
,Ir--with more centralized economies, but may reflect a general interest in the

impact of federal policies on regional economies.

The concern over the'need for better coordination of federal economic
policies was expressed in a recent White House conferencon Balanced
National Growth and Economic Development. 'The confeles recommended es
lishment of a national policy for economic growth with assistance from local

'and state governments (White House Conference, 1978):

The conference highlighted the conflicts and inconsistencies, n. d _1

laws and regulations which result in duplication, Confusion and wasted

effort in relation to economic policies (White House (:onfeh 1978).



One the chief recommendations
of an institiltion responsible for developing and coordinating national
policy on economic growth.

h{ iaant'erence was the establishment

State a-nd Regional Development

While the nationb government exerts the most influenc
individual states have important roles in the quality a
economic expansion hpoti:ant.factors in'economic expa
level are the capacity and willingness of leaders to be
economic development. This involvement might include p
for new and expandingindustries, tax incentives, publi
accomodate develo-iient in key locations, an a well-de-

on overall growth,
d distribution of
on at the state

ome involved in
oviding incent'v
improvement

eloped education
and vocational training program that provides a ready and willing labor force
To foster economic growth at the state level, the leadership must establish
a climate in:which there is a .reascnabledegree of confidence on the part of

iithe private ector and the public=al-large in the fiscal stability and
administrative'capacitylef the state- (Massachusetts Office of State Planning,
1977).

regional approach to economic development can promote)caiprehensiVe plan-
ing while dealing with issues at legs than the national level.' Frequently,

the geographic boundaries of public issues and problems dd not coincide
with the political divisions of the government. ForAexnmple, a natural
disaster may strain the eco4mic resources Of several, states without affect-
* the entire nation., As another example, a national energy crisis miff
create shortages and price increases in one region, while in another region
developMent of additional energy resources creates a totally different set
of problems (Wilson,-1977). Governor Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts,
testifying before a Senate Subcommittee in March 1976,'commented tnat:

You can't _really deal with the economic problems of (the New England
states) unless you'do so on a regional basis7.... There is just no
other way of dealing with the economic growth and development of
that region without dealing With it on a multi-state basis.

.(D. S. Congress, 1976, p.65)
A

Despite the apparent advantages of dealing with economic 'policy at the state
or regional level, it is important to note that state and regional economies
are-generally not self-sustaining. They must import many of-the commoditi-OS
needed to meet local con-;omption"demand. Locally-earned income flows" to
producers outside the region to purchase these imports. Regions must also
be.exporters of gbods and services to generate an inflow of nonlocal income.
The economic or export base approach to regional economic development
focuses on the export sector of the regional economy as the primary deter-
minant of_economic growth. Exports to otter region' generate income which,
flows into the local economy..,



The income is re-spent subsequently for l labor, resources, and commodities,
cresting new income, expenditures, and Joh oppr)rtunities through the multi-

plication of existing resources.

As is the case with the national economy, primary indicators of regional

eegRamic growth are income, employment, and production. Expenditures or

demand flow can be categorized in the same manner as at the national levy

i.e., households, businesses, and government. The aggregate of spending

from the household, business, and local government Sectors, along with demand

for goods and services frog other regions, are the income determinants of the

regional economy. The expqditure determinants include imports by the
rvate and public sectors of the regional economy and. the accrual of private

xport sales of businesses and intergovernmental transfers to local govern-

ments. The net balance of income over expenditure represents the economic

growth of the regio.

The basic sector generates/primary employment and incoMe,. Primary income

in turn generates secondary or nonprimary employment and income by creating

deMand for supportive business and'consumer good and services. The greater

the impact of primXry income and employment in generating secondary income

and employment, the more significant the effect of growth in the basic sector

on regional development.

The regional development policies wh ch follow from Phis cmthasts on the

export base -Iude: (a) efforts to attract new, and expand,existing,
basic export industries, while (b) ac:empting to facilitate the process of

import sub- itution in the region. PofiCies of this nature must operate

within th, ollowing constraints (Ledebur, 1977):
i

I Export-orie industries can be ttra o a region

only if that to al economy has a comparative advantage
in the production of a commodity.

2. The demand for a region's exports or potential exports
will depend upon (a) the agregate demand o, national
rate of growth and (b) ,the naLicndi deman6 l'er the

specific export commodity. Neither of thcse factors

can be influenced significantly at the regional level

Many supportive business and consumer goody and services

e independent of the resource, bz--Lc,of the regional

economy. Others, however, are dependent on a region's

comparative advantage. Therefore, it is important

distinguish between those which can be produced loc
and be competitive with imports, and those which th

local legion would be at a cost- disnkk.ultage in pre-

ducing- (pp. 35-36)

-4-



The Supply of Labor as a Constraint on Growth

The labor supply concept of regional growth is essentially an effo
specify more clearly the relationships among capital, labor, and economic

growth. In a rapidly growing regional economy, the supply of labor may be
insufficient to meet increasing industrial demand_ When labor supply is

insufficient to meet industrial demand, it bccomcs a colistraint on the

expansio) of the local economy. This situation is characterized by unfil
employment opportunities and rising regional wage rates. The problem can

be viewed as either: (a) an inadequate supply of labor, or 0) an excess
demand for labpr resulting froM a rapid rate of regional growth.

Tho definition of the problem points to the choice of response. To address

the problem of an inadequate supply of labor, alternatives must pc considered
for increasing the supply,with the required occupational skills.

k

A regional economy may have spurts of economic growth which outstrip the
capaCity of the local economy to supply needed factor inputs. This situation
is characterized by- shortages of a range of resources and increases in factor
prices. Supply "frictions" of this type Usually'will be short -term. In the

long run,,rising factor prices, will attract resources from outside the
region, and stimulate local suppliers (Ledebur, 1977).

Rapid regional growth, with significant in-migrat4101 of population and
business enterprises, may also generate a variety of social or external costs
such as congestion, socially inefficient land use, rising consumer,prices,
and the outstripping of the capacity of public services and infrastructure.
These social costs will diminish the nonmonetary quality of life experienced
by residents of a region. Where rapid regional growth is accomplished by
significant external cost, it may be more appropriate to define the rate
of growth as the primary problem rather than constraints. on factor supplies.
In this case, alternatives for moderating regional economic growth should be
assessed. Rising wage rates are a consequence of the labor demand-supply
imbalance and are an important mark& adjustment mechanism. To identify-

"short-term wage movements as the problem and intervene in the market adjust-
ment process may result in reinforcing or embedding the imbalance in the

.jeconomy.

The educational 'system, on the other hand, affects hr supply of labor by
altering the occupational mix-or the economic character of the region.
Accordii ig tc Rodgers (1976):

The educational -s m, especially the vocational education system,
has-the potential for increasing the-labor supply by htlping people
to adapI AO new technologies and by replacing obsolete skills with
new and needed skills....it is a resource for building and main-
taining and restoring human knowledge and skills " -human capital--
as the means for helping economic devblopment and increasing pro-
ductivity of workers in the region. (pp. 16-17)

.
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rural poverty' ara:, ill order to prepare Judent.. to meet tlrr increa

demands of regional economic developmenl collir!1 for klhinge in the

educational ty,tem v,Les expre:ed by' Hortri Hixon. Vice-President of Fe-ca,
Southern Univers' , when she stated that

Ualcat ion and training are essential the velopment
competent labor force that is capal* adjusting to changing
economic and social forces. 'he edtrc,tt ie>naI system of America

must undergo milked change to respond to the future needs of the
economy. (White House Conte retire, 1978, pp. 14-15)

Matching Demand with Available Labor

Some regional economic; have an adequate rate of economic growth and can
generate a sufficient number of jobs to absorb available labor pool.
These economics still may have a serious mismatch between the potential
occupational supply configuration and the occupational requirements of the
industrial growth sectors. In other words, there is not a pond fit
between the occupational skills of the regional iabor force and thoe
required in existing and potential job opportunities. This situation has
been the primary focus of regional manpower Policies.

The problem can he viewed in two wnvs. It can he a problem involving the tact
that regional industries generate the wrong jobs to provide the necessary
employment opportunities to meet the needs of the regional labor force. Or

it can be a problem arising from the fact that the regional labor force and
new additions to the labor force possess the wrong occupational skills to
meet the qualitative labor r-uiroments of industries within the region.

I "radit.ionally, regional manpowe- r pol _les have: been designed and implemented
with the assumption that there is an inappropriate configuration of skills
within the labor force. Therefore, manpower programs have been designed to
alter and upgrade the skills of present and future labor force participants
to meet the present and projected occupational skill needs of the industry.
These,programs have revolved around vocational education and other training
institutions.

If, on the other hand, t problem wls identified rrne in which regional
industries were generatin the wrong employment ew.figuration, policy
alternatives- could he designed to influence the local industrial mix so that
future employment opportunities more closely matched existing labor -kills.



This Tight be done by directing regional or state development efforts
ttraeting new industries which would utilize these Skills,

The ability `of aregfon 'to affect the mix of its indtistries to` match avai
able labor skills is somewhat limited. In most areas where mismatches
occur, it is beCause many labor force members are essentially unskilled or
their skills are obsolete or inappropriate to technologie!; of progressive

industries, industri-es are, attracted to regions on the basis of their

comparative advantages. The most effective means for regions to alter or
enkance their comparativeadvantage is by upgrading the 'local labor force.

Regional mismatch situations compound the potential for confusing causes
and consequences. Wage levels will rise in occupations ler which.the local
labo, supply is inadequate to meetthe demand and fall. in those occupations
for which there is insufficient demand to absorb the existing supply.
Attempts to intervene in these wage movements, which are important market
adjustment mechanisms, create long-term economic problems. These wage

'movements are essentially market adjustments indicating that (a) labor with
skills in increasingrwage occupations should flow into the regional economy
either through in- migration from other regions or through entrance of new
Skilled labor within the .region; and that (b) labor in'declining-wage
occupations should flow out of the region. either through out-migration or
retraining. Regional employment and training policies which facilitate,
rather than hinder these movements, will be most proddctive in the long run.

IMPLICATIONS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

A majorpurpose.of vocational education is to assist individuals in'acquiring
and developing skills transferable to jobs in the local market place.
Early support for vocational education mas-geared to specific' occupations
which were'in deMand by employers. The assumption was that vocational
education benefited both the individual and society by supplying skilled
workers to employers. The scope.of vocational education has since been
enlarged to include, as Law and Greenwood (1977). put it, "such social and,
political topics as (1) the developMent of vocational education policy,
(2) equality of opportunity, (3) distribution of income; (4) social compen-
sation, (5) work satisfaction,'(6) national defense, and (7) productivity
and commercial leadership" (p. 87). To these could be added such social
goals as "developing abilities, attitudes, work hablts;'and appreciations
which contribute toa satisfying and productive life" (Rhodes, 1969, p. 44),
Whether economic develdpment implieS a narrow definition,of vocational
education or a broad interpretation-depends on'the current focus of economic
policy aimed at increasing employment, personal income,and equitable dis-,
tribution of income among people and regions. It is within this realm of
economic. activity that implications for vocational education are discussed
in this paper. Other factors, such as "social compensations" and "attitudes",

not considered here.



NOHII the it Aortant role of work in determining the individual 's status
and moor share Ta the distribution of income is an important aspect of the

'4ino clm ma ei7 Furthermore, according tto Swanson (1978, p. 89) , the
eri'tltalclement' cz this distribution system is the occupational structure,
and itsmost impor- r t determinant is its precursor, the training system.,'
Mo5 rcoomists that increases in the amount of capital and labor alone
cailAetaplain all cif the growth in output . Education and training, by
iroPorigg the sto of human resources, play a significant role in, economic
groviNthaddevelopThnt . Denison (1964) has stated that education 'contributes
to Acoriamic growth in two ways:

First, it may- raise the quality of the labor force, defined to
lac all C) .upat ions from the highest to the lowest....
Fund, an up __---x--ading, of the educational background of the popula-
tinny Rec. 7 rate the rate at which society' s stock of knowledge
Molf advanc -.,-- . (p. 22)

De5itc the lack o detailed empirical evidence, some economists hold the
view thatthe oecti=s ..t Tonal job structure is sensitive to changes in the
suplyoftrained 4=9- --- trainable workers. For example; Wachter (1974) has
maitltBIRod that th., supply of trained workers would likely influence the
Thit,-Iiiraflooil jc:---. " forthcoming from employers. This finding is partially
borl-le out by the e rnples of recent industrial activity in the southern states.
MPS," firms that ha-4i, recently located in the south cite the availability, of
a hiC4,ghlyskilled 1..-17)or force as one of the major factors influencing their
tlec'lf-', slog, Other e. c cr:Enomists argue that the structure of jobs is quite in-
dep -rideRt of the off_ rational and training characteristics of the labor
fore (lhurow, 197 .._) ,

It ould be argued -Chat vocational education or training alone will not result
in '11o,rcoiomic de-v.-.- 1 opment of a state or a region. There is some evidence,
howlicr, that capi 1 and labor both move in the same di rection. This means
tha oltbsorovexc--- .options,' regions with high return:,*' to labor also have high
reti....rgs to capital in the short run. Such a situation, implies a greater role
for vocational edu4.__ t ion and other training programs in regional and state
ecorvIkomirdevelopmer---:_ -r-__ . With financial a d and other incentives provided by;/
the Nail goverrim:rit , significant pro ress has been made in improving' the
infl-"astructure and .i.c onomic development' in the states. The present focus
sOelt-As toho on the se of vocational education and programs carried out under
prey- isloRs of the c=?reprehensive Employment, and Training Act (CETA) as
veht ths for the d--.._.- c. lopment of human resources. Vocational education is
heir - mild iip'on -I -7--- align its object ives with state and local economic ,

tiov- lortaplans -.--- ---3. a to gear, training programs to local, needs. This means
thak,- uodtlenal ed7..__:.- t ion must develop a certain amount of flexibi 1 ity in
Pro TM offerings. Some states have already achieved a certain dev.ee of..

flek ibility in the I_ 7- program offerings based ori employer needs. The trend is
ii-V ly to continue The need for closer collaboration between vocationalQ. _

eLluQ dilog mid odic _---__ employment and train ing programs is increasingly evident.

-8-



Federal programs which are not -sp ifically aimed at economic development
but affect the prosperity of states also have impliclitions for vocational
education. For example; since the onactment of the Employment-Act of 1946,
the federal' government has been committed' to using fiscal and monetary
policies to pursue a.number of economic goals for the country as a whole
These goals include low unemployment, a high rate of grOwth, and stable
prices (Grahaffi,,1976). The policies most commonly used by the federal govern-
ment include tax credits and rate,adiustments, public works and public employ-
Ment programs, and a variety ,of monetary' policies.

'A recent example of the use oft such policies by the federal government was
the announcement in 1977 of a $20.4 billion recovery prograM, including 1

$4 billion for local public works, an expansion of CETA by 346,000 positions,
and $11.4 billion for tax credits-(Carter, 1977). Since the objective of
these federal programs is to lower unemployment, pvmote economic growth,
and regulate inflation, they have subtle implications for vocational, educa-
tion. For example, CETA programs involve training of both-in-school and
out-of-school youth and adults. Similarly, public works programs increase
the demand for trained labor and, thus, the need for training and retraining
programs. These programs also help improve the infrastructure, buildings,
roads, utilities, and public, administration in a region or state. These
improvements contribute to economic development in a region or state. In

addition, billions of dollars are allocated by the federal government each
year:to programs which have a bearing on economic development. These
programs involve improvements of community facilities, housing, transportation,
employment-and training, and planning assistance, among others. Although
these programs often are not coordinated, they should have implications for
vocational education because they increase the capacity of the states for
economic growth.

Manpower Policy and Vocational Education

Mdnpower policy has serious implications for the effects of- vocational
education on. the economy.. Manpower did not exist as a separate policy concern
until the post-World War II era, and it did not attain wide recognition until
the early 1960s. Since.then it has emerged as a major area of national
concern: According to a study of manpoWer programs by the National Academy
of Sciences (1975), manpower policy Is characterized by a;- concern for people
in relation to work:

Manpower policy blends social and economic objectives: to provide
- opportunities for self-suppo'rt and fulfillment through employment
and to enhance economic perfdrMance thrOugh increased labor pro -
ductivity and mobility. It shares several elements -with other
policieS, especially those for education, fiscal and monetary
management, and income mallitenancebut it cannot he regarded as
synonymous wit Ii any one of,them. (p. 51)



As an important source ,of skill training in this country, vocational
education. should have a greater: influence on the formulation of manpower
.policy than it has to date. Vocational education is a dominant factor in
the Supply of labor.'-According to some econeeIts (see Wachter, 1974),
vocational education could also-affect the demand for labor. .Furthermore,
it could have sorre bearing on these two labor market forces. Yet, until
recently, there was coordination between the formulation and imple-
mentation of national manpower-policy and vocational education policy. One
of the primary objectives.of the Education Amendments of 1)976:was to remedy
the lack 'of Coordination between vocational education and other delivery
systems for training:programs. --The 1976 amendments were intended to foster
a more coordinated approach.to program planning for the delivery,of educa-
tional and training services at the state and local levels. According to
key congressional staff, the intent of the legislation was to'improve
coordination among the major deliverers of educational and training services,.
including public vocational education, CETA prime sponsors, and other public
training institutions (Sum,ot al., 1977). Two imOortant features of this
aspect of the legislation were determination of common (171*a needs among,
states and review of other staff plans. Similar coordi, i of state and
regfonal efforts for economic development will soften, tc considerable

- degree, the criticism that education and training do not prepare youth for
today's jobs (White House Conference, 1978).

Occupational [Projections
.

Occupational projections are critical factors in deterMining needs for
vocational education programs According to the 1976 legislation, the
purpose of vocational education is training and retraining designed to
prepare individuals for gainful employMent as semi-skilled .or skilled
workers or technicians or subprofessionals in recognized oceupations.and
in new and emerging occupations. In accordance with this definition; needs
assessment in vocational education can be interpreted as discrepancy /analysis
of the difference between-anticipated manpower demand and manpower Supply.
This discrepancy to a certain degree determines the number and mix of new
businesses and industries that could be promoted in a region witho4 unduly
stretching the labor supply to 'existing businessosond industries

Over the past few years, a number of models have been developed to- determine
and project manpower. demand and supply.. Kidder (102) and Steven! (1976)4
`have reviewe'd these models and classified them according to scope and
apprdach., In spite of the number of afmanpower projection ModelS vailable,
the need for employment projection data is still urgent. According to
Wirtz (1975), "The projections. of future needs remain seriously inadequate,
especially with respect to local (as compared with nationwide) employment
prospects" (p. 5). Similar opinions have also been expressed by.tembers of
the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education and.state and local
administrators.-



of the most promising programs designed to providevccupational, employ
meat data for vocational education progiam planning is the Occupational
EmplOymentSurvey (OES). The Occupational pmployment Survey is a cooperative
effort between the Employment and Training Administration of the U.S. Dept-
ment of Labor and state.employment security offices. Data are,collected
from non-Agricultural employers by means of mailed questionnaires. These
data, which are collected in a three-year cycle,--are compiled to develop
occupational profiles of various industries, thereby providing an estimate
of current employment in more than 2,000 individual occupations (Dempsey,
1976).

The industry-occtipational employment-matrix developed by the Bureau of
Labo_ Statistics (BLS) is an econometric technique used to.forecast occupa-

tion' employment. The present` national matrix shows employment in about
42-e'specific occupational categories cross-classified by 201 industrial sectors

and six class-of-worker categories. Industry employment .data c011ected through
the OE:i survey are Used as input to the matrix to'forecaSt occupational em-

ployment for a target year. In 1972 work was begun, on a national-state matrix'
st5 that occupational employment could be projected for the states as well as

for-selected sub - state regions.

'Although the BLS model promises to provide occupational data for vocational
educational planning, it has;weaknesses-which tend to-limit the utilization

of forecast data. One problem common to All such forecasting techniques is
that-of accurately forecasting the level of economic activity, both.in the
aggregate and-by sector (Hollister, 1976). The,efforts of federal and state
governments to intervene in order to decrease unemployment through increased
subsidies and creation of emergency.jobs exemplify hazards involved

__predicting economic activity. Another problem involved in the prediction
of economic. activity relates to increased competition among states and sub-
state- tegions for industrial and-economic growth through promotion, subsidies,
tax exemptions;'and similar economic stimuli 1Young et 1., 1972). When these
activities do-not follow dverall national, economic trorlids, predictions of
economic activity at, the state andIsub-state regional level arl particularly

hazardous.

A second problem involved in using the BLSJoatrix to project occupational
employment relates to changes in technology. The problem lies in accurately
predicting the rate and the quality of change in existingtechnology which
would affect not only the employment profile of different industrial sectors
but productivity as well. In.addition to anticipating the- rate of techno-
logical change, forecasters must also anticipate the effect that the supply
orlabor will have on-the quantity of labor.aetually utilized.k Because of
the "substitution effect" (substitution of capital inputs for labor inputs),
inaccuracies inherent in forecasting or anticipating technological changes
and their effects on productivity maytend to render the projections of
occupational employment subject to considerable error.



The third problem with the BL1 model relates to -the lack of specifiCity
for local use. Under the Oarpregram, the BLS matrix is being used to
forecast occupational employment for states, SVISA's with populations of
-250,000, and selected - county groupings meeting the same population criterion
(Dempsey, 1976). These projections fall Short of the'expectations of
-vocational educators because the schobl districts, the basic building blocks
of the planning proces, are. generally political divisions rather than labor
marke%entities.- Thus, even after the extension of -the current BLS-model,.
the ac-upational data will be of limited use to local planners of vocational
education. /

-Anot4r school of thought considers'academic the argument concerning the
"specificity" and the "leVel of accuracy" of occupdtional emploYkenti-data.
According to these economists, vocational education planners cannot relate
to Chang s in the labor/ market because of the inertia caused by existing
investments in physical plants, professional staff; and the self-interest
of vocational educators. Stevens (1976) states this argument in the
following terms:.

There is a need to e'dhew reliance on beliefs in inherent good
-intentions, to end repetitive appeals for improved communications,
and to halt the stream of. recommendations to collect re.or better
information on this and t_at aspect of our lives. Thr actors behave
as they do because it is their self-interest to do so, given the'
institutional context in ich they-dperate. Given the rules
of the game, everyone p to win. There ate information 'iMpe
fections which result in,-educational outcomes' which most of us

,would agree are undesirable. But some participants prefer the
present situation because they are henefitin rom it relative to
perceived alternative circumstances. , And these actors will attempt
to maintain the status'quo. (p.36)

Stevens concludes that vocational educators, retain their dis-
cretionfln deciding whether to accept or reject th ..vaitable occupational,
employment projections, have consistently failed to define the limits on the
accuracy of such projections.

An increasing number of agencies are involved in employment projections, and
:there are some important new developments. For example, the National
Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) is completing regu-
lations to administer the 1976 vocational edlication amendments. The U. S.
Department of'Labor is completing a handbook of occupational key words. The
National Center for Education Statistics is preparing guidelines for a
minimum data set for educational reporting ptirposes. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics continues to refine its methods and data through the Occupational
Employment Statistics.(0E) program and the Unemployment Insurance Data Base
Project, amon others.
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Aceo Jing:to Stevens
awar of when consid

den, 1977), there are several pc
_ is giVen to occupational projection

o be
They are:

1. Theme las ,b en a general failure 'to decide whatlevel.of
employment projection accuracy is required.

Skill and oc)cupation are frequently treated alike.

For very stable_employment sectors, depending upon the
precision pf projection needed, id" data may be quite
satisfactory.

4

P'- 41ection of manpower requirements is a technological
exercise, not an economic understanding. There is no
explicit Consideration of the interaction of supply
and demand forces, and no stateMent of thellehavioral
responses of. the economic actors, or if such fOrces
are considered, they are assumed to exhibit zero or
near zero influende.

4herate-ef-/return approach produces no target number
of people tO be trained in various Skills to equate
their rates/ of return. Jf

Institutional training settings.cannot replicate joint
on-the-job training/proddction peculiarities which are
associated with unique equipment and production.prcceSs
characteristics, informal %:eam accommodations, andHH:imm
munication idiosyncrasies.

On-the-job training settings may be haracterized by an
incumbent's unwillingness to train fully-qualified

-competitors' if they are seen as a, t reat'to the job
security and /or varnings potential f the incumbents.
.(pp.310-312)

Paul (1976 -) has also pointed out that manpower projections should reflect
local economic and industrial development plans and goals. This is one way to

,make manpower. projections relevant an4 useful for local and state vocational
eduation planning. Others who have4ade contributions to the subject of the
use of-manpower projections are Braden (1977) and Kelly et al. (1973).



Vocational Education and Unployment

One of tire primary objectives of economic development is increasing employ -'
Tent within a state or region. 1thas'already been noted that industrial
development promises and -entails training of the work force in new
occupation's geared to the specific needs of employers. This makes it
economically feasible for employers to create more jobs. For resith,nt..it
means more and higher paying jobs. Better quality jobsrequire mots;
vocational education.

A. well-trained work- force, along with other economic factors., i7w],x-;--

tries to an area. A well - organized vocational program pl'motf,', eeonoiNi.:

.development thrOUgh recruitment of new industries-. ',/c:Ii-joal cdvc;-1,::ion

thOS should be promoted even when there is no iMmedi:qc pro'spect of
industrial activity.

/Vocational education is sometimes criticized for its rigidi i.n respondin
-,

to'dabor market realities. and the world of work. Pressley an McGtlif
while-justifying classroom training as part of a CETA progr5m voice their
criticism in try. following terms:,

Traditional educational preparation was found Y1 ticea}3ly 1pcking
on two counts. First, there was a lack of linta between public
-school,, college, and university classrooms and the real :world of
work. Because they could not obtain adequately trained newTer7
Sonnel from traditional, education programs, business and industry
became increasingly involved in the training proc,.:Iss..... Second,
a substantial segment of those who entered the traditional education
system were not reached by its efforts for one reason or another.
In large part, those unreachables came from the ranks of the poor,
most often from minority ethnic\groups. They 'comprised a social
subgroup called "the disadvantaged." (p.1)

Although the Shove criticism i primarily aimed at traditional academic
_ducation,-Vocatienal education shares part of Chat criticism. In light

o, recent developments in su41,15tate as Oklahoma, Texas, andTennessee
'oc.ational programsqire being geared more closely to employer needs,

such criticism seems harsh. Assessment of employer needs and identification
of barriers to employment of youth and adults on a continuint basis seem to
be aining acceptance among vocational educators. , If/these/programs

expA nded, voCattonal education should he able to provide-better service to
the disadvantaged,.the handicapped, and the poor. Programs' such as
Relating Training-to OccupationalNecds (RETONE) in Tennessee (Paul et al.,
1979),,Should h helpful in achieving this objectiv

g



The RETON6,,,p. roject is designed to improve the congruence of vocational educa-
tion 0(44.0-6s with current job practices in the middle Tennessee area. .Under
this project, data were collected from employers to assess their needs in
termss of workers' skills and. attitudes. At the same time career aspirations,
skilltreining, and work at.titudes of vocational,.students were 'assessed to find
a match with the employers' needs. Analysis of gaps between employer expec-
tations and student aspirations is designed.to.help guidance, counseling and
skill training programs. Strengthening communi-iations between employers and
vocational educators, is an .I.MPortant feature o the. RETONE system.

Youth unemployment the United States has.12 n the cause of national con-,
.rn in recent years. The gross faCts are well:known: 16-to 24-year-olds'

constitute just under 25 percent of the labor. force but close to 50 percent
of all _unemployed. persons and minority teenagerS have an unemployment 'rate of
approxiMately 40 percent, three times that of white youth (DeLone, 1978).-°-
The problem of urban economic development cannot be separated from the issue,
of increased youth employment.-. Some would argue that improvements. in the
educational system and its linkages to the world'of'work are the critical
variables in eoffleating Touth'unemployment.. It,has been- observed that during
the last recession, other countries had more,Yauthemployment programs and
depended less on.public service employment than did the United States. An
important feature of programs in other countries was to encourage training
and employment or a combination of both (roubens, 1977).

Wirtz (1975), Swanson (1978) and some other educators-and economists have
advocated using vocational education as a "holding tank" dUrincrecessions
and similar high unemployment periods. Wirtz. points out that:

Recession ainly is a time of natienal crisis. But it.is also
a time when the'cost of educational reversal is'at its lowest,
when income support programs are already paying out money, and'
when whatever additional government expenditure''_ necessary

The propositions
practice in the

is entering the economy when it is mostneede
have been well-recognized in Sweden and put i
form of a counter-cyclical education and training policy. .(p. 118)

A.similar theme is expressed by Rehn (1974) when he recommends the policy
of income maintenance and - transfer arrangements as public poll y to com-
bat-the inflation-unemployment dilemma. This would allow the upply of labor
to vary in response to market demand without affecting the ind vidualis
flow of income. The leisure'time forced by cyclical changes i the labor
market shouhlbe used for useful education and training. Ace rding to pm
and Greenwood (1977), vqgational education has been Pi.oven to be an appro-
priate vehicle to effect the economic function of youth and a_ult employment.
They suggest further critical analysis of the economic rile 04f vocational
education.
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Vocational Education and the Private Sector

An ,issue closely associated with the subjectef employment is the relation-
ship between vocational education and the private sector: There are countlesF
examples of private sector involvement in school-related career development
and employment programs ranging-from career exploration to vocational. School
cooperative programs. The evidence of effectiveness of such efforts is
mixed at best, but the faith of employers in the elixir of schooling remains
substantial TDeLone, 1978). Yet, many employers and employer organizatiQns
complain that vocational education programs remain insensit've to privafe-
sectir'concerns, a fact which is manifest in the lack of atntion to plan-
ning and phasing of programs.

Only recently have serious efforts been made to asskss' employer needs in
developing vocational education programs. Since the 1968 vocational educa ron
_legislation, numerous information systems have been developed, tested, and
implemented' to assist the planning of vocational education programs. One
common feature of almost all such systems is the assessment of cOrrent and
.future demand defined as worker requirements. Whereas the method of arriving
at manpower demand figures may vary froth system to system, or from state tP
state, all information systems are concerned with the needs of employers
and with planning program offerings to meet those needs.

At the same time, industries and businesses are becoming more concerned with

human resource development. There is renewed interest in better job environ-
ments, job satisfaction, job restructuring, training and retraining, and
better use of leisure time. Employers are finding that investment -1W human
resources pays dividends in terms of a more productive work for'ee,.(Mills,

1975).

Vocational education has the potential to become more involved in human re-
source development. It needs to be involved in retraining programs and training
in better use of leisure time.. Currently, however, efforts are mostly
concentrated on training youths and adults for entry-level jobs. In the

United States, where jobs, become obsolete in an average of eight years, and
where.the average worker Changes his occupation at least twice in a workine''
life, retraining becomes essential. At present, almost all retraining is
done by industry., With -a shift iiNocationnl education policy, this could
change. A closer linkage between employers and vocational education could ,

result in a team-effOrt where vocational education provides classtOom
training and industry: provides on-the-job experience. Vocational' education

also needs to develop lasting relationshipswith the labor union movement.
Vocational educators have not yet been able to tap the vast resource

represented by labor unions.
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Vocational Education and Productivity

Produttivity of the work force is an are3\of important economic activity,

The effects of education, on Productivity are difficult to measure accurately.

Boling (1972) has identified formal education as one of 23 factors that affect

economic growth. Informal education and on-the-job training could not be

included because their effect on economic growth could not be estimated. f

Other- prebler*in assessing the effect of education an productivity include

weighing of Nctors, lack of adequate data, and inadequi6r of measures.

801-ino has found that any method of- assessing the effect of education on

productivity-which is based on purely academic education must understate

the role of education in economic growth. He.has suggeste&that occupational

training should be included in the definition of education while makg:

estimates of. economic groWth factors. Denison (1964) in an earlier 'study

admitted that his estimate of the-contribution of education to economic

growth was quite arbitrary.' He stated:

1 know of no .wayto -estimate directly the contribution of the

advancement Of,knawledge: in its-application to the growth rate.

This estimate is Obtained as a-residual, Like any residual, it

picks up errors other estimates .insofar as terse are not

offsetting. In the present case'', this is a-grave imitation."(p. 229)

Otheivfforts at masurIng,the effects of vocational 'education on the labor

market, on the participants, and. on the community as a whole suffer from

similar limitations. A national conference conducted by the National

Center for- Research,. in Vocational Education in August, 1978 highlighted

this inadequacy. 'The objective of the conference was to discuss vocational

education outcome measures, including jib placement, job satisfaction, and

noneconomic outcome Measures (Darcy, et al. 1979).

Lewis (1977) discusses the role-of individualS in productivity as

Recognizing, and employing the conceptual framework of human

capital opens` the way.for'explaining past economic groWth,

planning the lalteration of such growth in the future, and

altering the distribution of productive abilities....(Labor

prqductiVity) may be modified by individual decision and

public- policy. Rational (i.e;, efficient) decision- making

'is --not only desirable but possible within the educational

sector. (p. 47)'

Phillips (1977) expressed the-opinion that there has been a tendency-in

,discussing productivity to overlook the resourcefulness and initiative of

individuals, in the American workplace. He states

1-



There is evidence that we are re-discovering perhaps out. of
necessity, those human resources. In searching for ways to
improve economic performance, there is a growing attention

c.'- to new organizational structures-and new roles for the mt'n
and women:Who work in America's companies and work place!,..

0 (p.2)

Since productivity involves workers, their wabilities, their value systems,
their,sensitiOties, and their aspirations, vocational education through
'training and retrainingprograms, and through guidance and counseling services,

Lt should be-in a good position to affect the produc'civi of our labor force.

The average American-worker, with over twelve years of schooling, is one of
the best educated in the world. There is some-argument, in fact, that
the work force is over-educated. A recent Bureau of Labor Statistics
study reports that between 1976 and 1985 there will be 2.7 million college
graduates who will be forced into below college-level positions. 'There

will be 10.4 million/graduates competing for 7.7 million jobs traditionally
requiring college degrees. Any future educational policy should be directed
towards targeting education to the realities of the job market. AF, Dixon

has stated:

t ' markedThe educational-system of America m_st undergo Linage to
respond to the future needs of the .irrent federally

financed employment piograms must require traini g to develop
competency as a pArt of the opportunity to work.-- Temporary work,

ivoid of. future-oriented direction, can only serf- to reinforce
the hopelessness and the despair that charade --characterize the unemployed
--Of this Nation. (White House Conference, 1978, n. 16)

By improving the training level of the work force and by providing a variety
of flexible opportunities for retraining, vocational educators can play a
significant role in increasing the productivity level of American labor.

CONCLUSIONS

A well - coordinated economic development effort at the local or state level
includes'adequato training faciliqps geared to specific needs of employers.
In southern states, industrial traibing programs conducted by vocational
.institutions have demonstrated the potential for attracting new and expanding
industries. In many states, notably Oklahoma, North Carolina, South Carolina,
and Tennessee, the relationship between industrial developers and vocational

(
educ ors has resulted-in economic expansion. Similar efforts are underway
in other states.



I mproving the productivity of Amer i can workers is becoming important for
ouroKbconomic survival. Vocational education, by improving training programs
and by providing training to marginally productive workers, could make a
difference in the productivity level of the work force.

,

One important objective of economic development,is more jobs. 'Training alone
will not result in increased employment. Vocational educators need to assessA
employer needs which translate directly into employment opportunities.
Vocational,education thus has the potential to play a more significant role
in the nation's economic growth and development.

Concern for vocational education is concern for the world of work. It is
concern for the employer who hires vocational graduates and creates jobs to
keep the economy prosperous. It is concern for experienced workers, for the
youth who are at the threshold of protisifig careers, and for the new role of
women who aspire to expanded opportunities in the workplace. It is concern

for the economic well of the nation.
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